
Depositor  24 SD
The CMC-America 24 SD Depositor is a wide body, continuous extrusion machine for bakers who want added 
volume capacity without added man hours. While the production capacity of the 24 SD will vary based on 
cookie size, cookie shape/design and dough texture, the 24 SD will prepare up to 15,000 pieces per hour. Also 
perfect for heavy muffin doughs, scones, biscuits and other recipes, the 24 SD is easy to operate and maintain. 
The continuous feed pan guide is adjustable for 26” wide pans. ‘Go Wide’ with the 24 SD and enjoy the benefits of 
CMC- America’s expertise in continuous dough extrusion.

DEPOSITORS

Higher Production Volumes…. Same Ease of Use
Whether you are producing cookies, brownies, heavy-dough muffins, scones or other recipes, you will 
see increased production with reliable weight conformity without increased man hour costs, vs. smaller 
depositing machines. What’s more, all food area parts are easily removable for quick cleaning and 
replacement and its sturdy 4” casters make the 24 SD easily movable.

Safe, Sanitary with Numerous Applications
Made of stainless steel, no-rust aluminum and UHMW polyurethane, the 24 SD ensures sanitation 
throughout the product zone. Safety guards keep all moving parts enclosed, and all moving parts are 
no-tool removable and dishwasher safe for quick cleaning and recipe change-out. Filler block dies are 
available in every conceivable shape, holiday and recipe. We will make custom dies for you as needed.

Variable Speed Control
Each and every CMC-America depositor has variable speed control, meaning that you are in total 
charge of production speed and volume. Both extrusion speed and pan feed are adjustable. This is very 
important for the baker who runs multiple recipes and multiple products (i.e. scones, cookies, etc.) each 
day. Its even more important when you grow and need to produce in even larger quantities. The 24 SD 
offers a standard 45 qt. hopper. Larger sizes are available.

Learn more about what makes our depositors true ‘Champions’ at www.cmc-america.com or for more information call +1-815-726-4337
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Shown with Optional 
Endless, Receiving Belt 
and Nose-Bar 


